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A GENERAL MIXED COVOLUME FRAMEWORK 
FOR CONSTRUCTING CONSERVATIVE SCHEMES 

FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 

SO-HSIANG CHOU AND PANAYOT S. VASSILEVSKI 

ABSTRACT. We present a general framework for the finite volume or covol- 
ume schemes developed for second order elliptic problems in mixed form, i.e., 
written as first order systems. We connect these schemes to standard mixed fi- 
nite element methods via a one-to-one transfer operator between trial and test 
spaces. In the nonsymmetric case (convection-diffusion equation) we show 
one-half order convergence rate for the flux variable which is approximated 
either by the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space or by its image in the space 
of discontinuous piecewise constants. In the symmetric case (diffusion equa- 
tion) a first order convergence rate is obtained for both the state variable (e.g., 
concentration) and its flux. Numerical experiments are included. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to give a unified approach for analyzing a number 
of finite volume or covolume schemes developed for- second order elliptic problems 
in mixed form, i.e., written as first order systems. The joint framework we use is 
based on relating all these schemes to the standarvd mixed method by utilizing a 
one-to-one mapping between the lowest order Raviart-Thomas spaces Vh for the 
vector unknown (also called velocity) and the corresponding spaces of piecewise 
(discontinuous) constant vectors that are used in the covolume schemes of the main 
interest. Covolume schemes are popular ([10, 11, 20, 21, 24]) in practical fluid me- 
chanics computations due to their conservative properties; namely, they represent 
discrete analogs of the underlying physical conservation laws dictating the behavior 
of the fluid system. For instance, if the main variables of interest of the underlying 
fluid system are a state variable (concentration, temperature, pressure, etc.) and a 
flux variable (gradient of the state variable), the covolume method then uses two 
partitions of the fluid domain to find approximations of these two variables. A 
conservation law on the primal volumes is used for the state variable and a con- 
stitutive law on the dual volumes or covolumes are used for the flux variable. In 
the case of porous media flow the conservation law for the primal volumes is the 
mass conservation law, and the constitutive law for the covolumes is the Darcy law. 
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A survey paper ([24]) on the literature of the covolume methods up to 1995 was 
written by Nicolaides, Porsching and Hall, and the reader can find various fluid 
mechanics applications therein. Recent theoretic as well as computational works 
on covolume methods are [12]-[19] and [25]. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In ?2, we formulate two covolume 
methods for a nonsymmetric elliptic problem in the state variable p: one for which 
the approximant of the velocity u =-ICVp, IC, a matrix, is piecewise constant; and 
the other for which the approximate velocity field is from a Raviart-Thomas space. 
In ?3 we introduce a transfer operator ah to determine the test spaces, and we 
study its properties in ?5. Derived in ?4 are a priori estimates useful for proving 
stability and existence of the saddle-point formulation of the methods. The main 
convergence results are contained in Theorem 6.1. Numerical experiments are given 
in ?7. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS 

We concentrate on the general second order elliptic problem, 

(2.1) - div(KCVp) + div(_p) + cop = f(x), x E Q, 

and to be specific we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition p = 0 on &Q. The 
domain Q is a polygonal domain in the plane, and we assume that it is either covered 
by a rectangular or triangular quasi-uniform partition Th. Generalizations to three- 
dimensional polytopes is straightforward. The coefficient IC = (k,,(x,y))2,=i is 
assumed to be symmetric, bounded and positive definite uniformly in Q. For the 
convection-dominated case, i.e., when 

(2.2) -Yi? inf <- ' -? supT ' -Y2-<< Iblo, ~cIR2 T ~cIR2 ~T_ 

in general, as is well known, one has to use local refinement near the boundary 
layers. This issue will not be pursued in the present paper, and we keep the con- 
vection term div(_p) in our considerations for the sake of generality. Moreover, to 
avoid technical details, we will even assume that the following relation between the 
b and co exists: 

(2.3) - div b + co > ?yo = Const > 0, in Q. 
2 

This assumption implies coercivity of the elliptic operator L -div(IC.) + div(b.) + 
co and solvability and uniqueness of the boundary value problem. 

We next introduce a new (vector) unknown u -ICVp and rewrite (2.1) as the 
system 

(2.4) C1a-p 
div u+ div(_p) + cop -f. 

In the standard mixed finite element method, one would use only Th to define 
the discrete weak formulation. In covolume methods, we will use two partitions: a 
primal partition Th on which the local mass conservation law (2.4)2 holds, and a dual 
partition Qh (a union of covolumes) over which (2.4)1 holds in the average sense. 
The most well-known example is the MAC (Marker and Cell) scheme ([22]) that uses 
two staggered rectangular grids. In general, we can classify covolume methods into 
overlapping and nonoverlapping types, according to whether covolumes overlap or 
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FIGURE 1. Dual domain with overlapping covolumes: the dashed 
boxes Qi+1/2 and Qi,j+1/2 are covolumes; Ci+1/2 j and Ci,j+1/2 are 
the midpoints of the edges of the primal volume Q jj whose center 
is Cj,j. 

not. For example, in Figure 1, the dashed covolumes are overlapped. The analysis 
of such covolume methods was discussed in [8, 14, 17, 19]. 

On the other hand, we have nonoverlapping covolumes in in Figure 2. For 
instance, in Figure 1 the primal partition is the union of rectangles. A typical 
interior covolume in the dual partition is the dashed quadrilateral, the closure of 
the union of the two triangles T+ U TE sharing the common side E. The two 
vertices in the interiors of the two rectangles are their centers. Note that each edge 
E of the primal element corresponds to a covolume. On the boundary the covolume 
is either a T+ or a TE. Such covolume methods were analyzed in [12, 13, 16]. In 
this paper we develop a general framework for the nonoverlapping case and refer 
the reader to [19] for the overlapping case. 

Let H10,(div) be the space of vector functions that are locally in H(div, Q) 
for any Q E Qh, and let Hl,(Th) be the set of all L2(Q) functions that locally 
are in H1(T) for all T E 'Th. A natural weak formulation of (2.4) from the above 
considerations is 

(2.5) 

(}C-1Uv) E divvp-/ pv n) 
0 
O, for all v e HI0,(div); 

QE Qh Q a 

TEZI (j ITAT.) TETh (jAT ? 0Tj) 

+ (cop, q) (f, q), for all q E H' c (Th) - 

The traces of q on AT and the traces of v rn are taken from the interior of T and 
from the interior of Q E Qh, respectively. 
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FIGURE 2. Primal and dual domains; the dual element (covolume) 
QE = T+ U E U TE. 

To be specific, from now on we assume that each Q E Qh is associated with an 
edge E of elements from Th. We will write Q = QE. Also, the neighboring elements 
in Th, that share the same edge E will be denoted by T+ and TE. 

Now it is clear that using the divergence theorem one gets the expression 

(2.6) J PV n i Ai v + / i i v + div Ip - [PIE v r E 
AQ . T+IETUT. E 

Here, [P]E = limt+O(p(X + tinE) - p(x - tnE)) for x E E, stands for the jump of 
p across the edge E. The unit vector nE associated with the edge E is considered 
fixed once chosen, whereas n always denotes an outward unit normal vector. 

Now we are in a position to derive the finite volume type, or covolume finite 
elemeent discretizations of the mixed system in the weak formulation (2.5), which can 
be viewed as nonconforming mixed finite element discretizations of (2.1). Let Wh 
be the space of piecewise constant functions with respect to the primal triangulation 
El, and let Vh, be the space of piecewise constant vector functions with respect to 
the dual partition Qhl that have a continuous normal trace across the interior edges 
E; more precisely, 

Vh {V: V| is constant, K - T+ TE 

(2.7) (2.7 nE = w4TE nE forallQE=T+UEUTEEGQI1} 

Then the discrete system reads as follows. 
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Find Uh E Vh, Ph E Wh such that 

(2.8) (K7Uh, v) + E V * nE [Ph1E = o for all v E Vh, 

EESh 

E XUh, nE [q]E E X qPh-bn - ph(bn 
EEShJ TETh ( 

-(Coph, q) = (f,q), for all q E Wh. 

Here Sh is the set of all edges (including the boundary ones). For boundary edges 
E we set qo = 0 for all q E Wh and in particular p? = 0. Note that we have used 

the weak form (2.5) with the first equation rewritten using expression (2.6) based 

on the fact that we deal with piecewise constant functions. For the discretization 

of the convection part we have utilized an upwinding strategy; namely, with the 

value (b n)- min(0, b rn) we associate p', the trace of Ph from the exterior of 
T, and with (b n)+=max(0, b rn) we associate the value pi , i.e., the trace of Ph 

from the interior of T. 

One may also consider a Petrov-Galerkin type mixed covolume scheme. That 

is, we seek the solution uh E Vh and Ph E WI, such that 

(2.9) (A1Cuh, v) + E J v * [phlE =0 for all v E Vh C Vh, 
EESh 

Eh Uh ' nE [q]E- q (ph(b n)+ph )) -(cOph, q) (f, q) 
EESh TETh 

T 

for all q E Wh. 

Here, Vh is a proper subspace of Vh of the same dimension as the trial space Vh 

(the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space). 

3. DETERMINATION OF A TEST SPACE BY AN EDGE-AVERAGING OPERATOR 

To analyze the covolume schemes (2.8) we will relate it to the standard mixed 

finite element method applied to (2.4). Let us take the corresponding mixed finite 

element spaces Vh to be the Raviart-Thomas spaces. Note that functions in these 

spaces have continuous normal components across the edges. For triangular ele- 

ments the Raviart-Thomas spaces are characterized by the piecewise polynomials 

of the form [ a 
+ ] that have continuous normal traces across the edges of 

the triangles T E Th. Each function v E Vh is determined from the interpolation 

conditions 

IFv * nE, for the three edges E of a given element T E Th. 

Similarly, for rectangular elements the space Vh is defined as piecewise polynomials 

of the form [a + bix on every rectangle T E Th. The interpolation conditions [a2 + b2Y 
here are again specified on the edges of each element T; namely, 

v nE, for all four edges E of the given element T E 'Th. 
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We now define the transfer operator Yh: Vh -* Vh that relates Vh with the 
Raviart-Thomas space Vh as follows: 

f kfEvrdp, onT-, (3.1) (YhV)QE IlfE Vdp onETE 

where EJ denotes the measure of E. We make obvious modifications for boundary 
edges E. Note that YhV is a discontinuous piecewise constant vector function with 
continuous normal trace and hence belongs to Vh. Therefore, a minimal space 
with piecewise constant vector functions, locally in H(div, Q) and hence locally 

divergence free, is the space Vh := YhVh. It is clear that if -h 0 for some 

^ E Vh, this will imply nE 0 and therefore_ = 0. Hence, ah iS injective. 
Actually, the following local estimates for Yh hold: 

II-Yhvl 0,T -_ ITI E (-(ME) * R(ME)) lV 40,T, 
ECaT 

where v(m,E) is evaluated at the midpoint mE of the edge E from the interior side 
of T. The above inequalities in particular imply the global equivalence 

(3.2) I-YhVIIO - IIVIo 

Therefore, for the Petrov-Galerkin mixed covolume scheme (2.9) we can use the 

space Vh = ^yhVh. 

Let us describe a basis of the space Vh. Since the elements of Vh are piecewise 
constant vectors with continuous normal component across each interior edge E for 
F E QE, we have v QE arnE + a?TE + -VTE Here' 

onTE+, 
2E {0 on TE, 

and analogously for 

_-_T|ITE, on TE) 
E l ?0, on T+. 

The vector TE is the unit vector parallel to E (and orthogonal to n). We have for 
any choice of the constants a, a+ and a- that v n = a is continuous across E. 
Again, the above argument needs to be modified at a boundary edge. For simplicity, 
we shall not specifically mention the boundary edge case when the modification is 
obvious. 

Alternatively, one may use the Helmholtz decomposition ([1]) of any piecewise 
constant vector v = V, + curl $, where q is piecewise linear conforming and 
X is a piecewise linear nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviart function (continuous at 
midpoints). Here the decomposition is considered locally on each dual element 
Q = E U TE+ U TE-, and the function 0 vanishes on &Q and is linear on each of T+ 
and TE-. This actually implies that b 0. Therefore, v = curl q. (This conclusion 
can also be derived directly without using the Helmholtz decomposition.) Acting 
in this way one can construct a basis in our spaces Vh. 

Note that the basis is local; the support of each basis (vector-) function being 
the dual element QE. Associated with each interior edge E of Sh are three basis 
functions and so the number of degrees of freedom of Vh associated with interior 
edges are three times the cardinality of the set of all interior edges in Sh. Comparing 
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this with the dimension of the associated Raviart-Thomas space Vh, we have proved 
the following main result. 

Theorem 3.1. The space Vh = yhVh is a proper subspace of Vh, and Vh is 
isomorphic to the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space Vh. Moreover, the operator 

ah: Vh -* Vh is bounded, one-to-one, and L2-coercive. 

4. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 

In this section we establish the stability of system (2.8) and its restricted version. 
The following identity is readily seen ([23]). 

Lemma 4.1. Define the bilinear form c = Ch on Wh X Wh, 

(4.1) c(w q) =E X qi Wi(b .n) I+ w(b n) -)+ (cow, q) 
TE%h T 

Then, for w = q E Wh one gets the identity, 

(4.2) c(q' q) 
= 

EE j[q]l* nj dp+ ((co + 2 div b)q, q) 

which due to (2.3) implies the positive semi-definiteness of the form Ch defined in 

(4.5) below. 

Next we introduce the bilinear forms: 

* Ah: Vh P-* Vh, defined by 

(4.3) (Ahv, X) = (KC v, X), for all v, X E Vh; 

* Bh: Vh I > Wh defined by 

(4.4) (Bhv, q) = Z v V nE [q]E, for all v E Vh, for all q E Wh; 
EESh 

* Ch : Wh IP> Wh, 

(4.5) 

(Chq ,4 =E 0i (q)(b n))+ +q(b n)-) + (coq,,b), for all q, b E Wh. 

T ETh aT 

We can now formulate (2.8) in the operator saddle-point form 

(4.6) [ ~Bh Ch [Ph [-fh 

where fh is the L2 projection of f onto Wh, the space of piecewise constant func- 
tions. 

Having the explicit representation of a basis of Vh given by 

(4.7) {aTEfE?ad ? + aTET E ESh}, 

we can prove solvability and uniqueness of the discrete problem (2.8). First observe 
that 

(Ah,V, ZV)= Z IX K-v v 

ESh UTE 

I< Z E E (|TE|TE |) (2 + ()2 + () )2)' 

TETh E&9T 
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where -yi is from (2.2), aYE = v nE and aE V TE, etc. Then, it is clear that 

-1 j^/- (4.8) <2 h ? (Ah;ah, ^hih ) < Const |v|, for any 
- 

E V,. 

The last estimate also follows from the global equivalence (3.2). Also, note that 

(4.9) 
(B;1y,a,V, 

q) = (div v, q), for all E Vh and q C W,,. 
This, together with (4.8) imply the discrete inf-sup condition 

(4.10) is3qllo < sup (Bh;V,q) 

veV i, ( IVII2 + IIBhV 11 2 

for some positive constant f3. This is seen from Theorem 3.1, the inf-sup condition 

on the Raviart-Thomas spaces (Vh,Wh), the L2 boundedness (4.8) of a,h, and 

II Bhyh^vo ?< I div v^IIo for any ^v C VI, implied by the commutativity property (4.9). 

Now the solvability of the discrete problem follows from the a priori estimates 

in the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2. Assume that the form C;7Z is coercive (see Lemma 4.1). Consider the 
following problem: 

(4.11 ) [ 
h 

h/ ] [ (] 

Here g is a given LP-bounded linear functional, namely 

Ig(v)I < |lgllol vflo, for all v Vh. 

Similarly, f is a given L2-bounded functional, 

If(q)I < llf 1o lqllo, for all q Vh. 

Then, the following a priori estimate holds: 

llxllO < C 12 Ifl +1 ll 
(4.12) `- 7 

IwIo?< C [Ilgllo +?_Y1 lfo10] '72 

For the convection dominated case, i.e., when 72 << jbjQ, the estimate for w dete- 
riorates, but using the strong coercivity of Ch, one gets the alternative estimate, 

VIIyoW < IlfH1o IwIIo + llgllollXllo, 

that is, 

(4.13) 'lwllo < cqool [lif 10 + ('2 Ilf 10 + 72g119)J 

If one considers the problem (4.11) only in the subspace ^hVh, then in addition, 
one gets the estimate, 

11 divtyj-fX+[o < +lf lo + [Coh + co71fo] 

or the alternative estimate, 

1T divconsta Xo < lfaIlo + C [Cotk + Icbzeo] f t 1 e lifcon + vt tlefrm + not2 pe0n 

The constant Co can be taken to be zero if the convecti'on term Z's not present. 
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Proof. Testing the first equation of (4.11) with X and the the second equation of 
(4.11) with -w and adding them together, one arrives at 

(4.14) (AhX,X)+Ch(w,w) -f(w)+g(x) < II fI o wI o + llgIlolx lo. 

Using the inf-sup condition for q w in (4.10) yields 

/llwllo < sup (Bh1 
V gW) 

v (lvl 2? IBh_V2) 

< sup g(v) - (Ahv, X) 

v ( IVI 2 + IlBhV 12)2 

< lIgIlo + -Y71 -ixIlo, 

which together with (4.14) implies, 

(AhX,X)+ChC(w,w) < fIIolIw Io + glsl0ollXIIo 

< f flf3-' ( lgll + yV llXllo) + lgIlo llXllo 

Apply the coercivity of C0l and Ah, respectively, and use the generalized arithmetic- 
geometric inequality to obtain 

(4.15) 721(1&) 
I X ?II2 < 3 f g o+ I2I8f [II1 rg If 0+I g1 ]2. 

Therefore, for w one gets the estimate 

(4.16) /31ltullo < lIgllo +1 ilxllo ?< C(QYly Ilf lo + lIgol)2 

In the case of seeking a solution in the subspace ^yhVh, we test the second 
equation of (4.11) with q = div^y-Kx and use the commutativity relation (4.9) to 
obtain 

|| divty ̂ -XI12 (BhX, div ^y- X) 

(f, div jtah) + (Chw,div7jX) 

lf Ilo div h<Uh| 0 + [Coh-1 + co 1] llwoll divy7 Uhh 1 

Here we have used an inverse inequality for Chw, which follows from Lemma 4.1. 
Hence 

11 div7-jXjjo <| f llo + [Coh-1 + |co1] llwllo 

To bound llwllo one can either use (4.13) or (the second estimate in) (4.12). C 

Corollary 4.1. Assume that b = 0 and co = 0 and that we solve the problem (4.11) 
in the subspace ^/hVh. Then the following a priori estimate holds: 

(lX H(div) + 0lIO < lA glI? + Ilf 11o) 

Here, Ao is defined as 

(Ao Yhfl,fh0) = (div%,div0) + (1v, j0), for all 0, E Vh 
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5. PROPERTIES OF ^yh1 

In this section we prove some technical properties of the main operator ^Yh that 
relates Vh and its image Vh2 = ^yhVh C V,l. We will actually show a little more; 
namely, in view of (3.1), one can extend the domain of ^Y, to the discontinuous 

Raviart-Thomas space Vh (the superscript stands for "discontinuous"). In other 

words, we do not require Vh to be a subspace of H(div, Q). In particular, we show 

syimmetry and coercivity of ̂ Y, in the discontinuous Raviart-Thomas space Vh. 
We first show that ^Y, is a self-acljoint operator with respect to the L2 inner 

product on Vh. 

Lemma 5.1. Let Vh be the discontinuous Raviart-Thomas space on rectangular 
or triangular elements; i.e., we do not require that the space be a subspace of 
H(div, Q). The following relation holds: 

(5.1) (-hyv, w) = (v, 'hW) for all v, W C Vh 

Proof. It suffices to show that the x-component result holds over a reference element 
T, since the y-component result can be handled similarly. In other words, we show 
that fT -yhVW dxdy = fT'YhS dxdy, where v and w- are the x-components of v 
and w, respectively, and where -yhV is the x-component of ahv. 

We first demonstrate the result for T= (0,1) x (0,1). Then V is the Raviart- 
Thomas space on rectangles. Let Al (x, y) = - x and A2 (x, y) = x be the two 
nodal basis functions and let Ti, 1 < i < 4, be the four triangles formed by drawing 
the two diagonals. It is straightforward to show that for Mij := f((yhAi) Ajdxdy 

EL1 ,fT (7',Ai) Ajdxdy, 1 < i, j < 2, 

{ T 
if i=j,- 

t[TI if i j. 

Hence MI is a symmetric matrix. 
As for the triangular elements, let T be the reference triangle with the vertices 

a' = (0,0), a2 = (1,1) and a3 = (0,1) and the barycenter c = (1/3,2/3). Let 
T1, T2, T3 be the subtriangles A\ca2a3, A\ca3al, \aalca2, respectively. 

Obviously, any x-component of a vector field -v in Vh, when restricted to T, has 
the form a + bx + cy. Thus let Ai be the Lagrange nodal basis function associated 
with a2 such that Ai(ai) = 6ij, 1 < i, j < 3. Then with the above ordering it is easy 
to show that for Mij f: (-yi,A.) A -dxdy -=3 IfTQ (yhAi)Ajdxdy, 1 i, j ?3, 

51TI if i j, 

(5.2) Alkj= 

l if i - j. 
27 

Hence Ml is a symmetric matrix. This completes the proof. b 

Lemma 5.2. Let Vh be the discontinuous Raviart-Thomas space on rectangular 
or triangular elements. Then the following coercivity estimate holds: 

(yhV, V) ?6 V| , for all 
- 

Ez-V 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that the result holds on a reference element T. We 
will only show the triangular case, since the easier rectangular case can be done in 
a similar fashion. 

For triangular elements, let v = (a + bx + cy, p + qx + ry)t in Vh. Then from 
(5.2) we obtain after simple calculations that 

j h 
- 

dxdy = T' [3a2 +4b2+2ab+4ac+ 
1 

bc+ 23c2 

+3p2 +4 q2+ 2pq +4pr+ 13rq +139r2 
9 9 q 9] 

The positive-definiteness is then seen by looking at the coefficient matrix of the 
above quadratic forms, 

3 1 2 

1 4 13 
1 9 18 

2 13 13 
- 18 9 - 

By direct computation one sees that the eigenvalues are 0.1136, 0.0518 and 4.7235. 
Hence 

fdzv dxdy > 0.0518. T [a2 b2 c2 p2 q2?r2]2 > 112 
IT 3 

We finally show the coercivity of ah in the weighted inner product (K-1, ). 

Lemma 5.3. Assume that IC E eW1,'. Then for sufficiently small h 

(K:-1vty v) > -(KIV, v-), for all v C VE , 

Proof. Assume for the time being that KI is a piecewise constant matrix with respect 
to the elements T C 'f,. Then, it is clear that KC- is also a piecewise constant 
matrix and that 

KC- 2 1yV h IC 2 v. 

Therefore, by Lemma 5.2 one gets 

(K-1tyhv, -) = (Qy,Q 9 v, K- 2 V) > 8(K- 2 K-2 1) 

For the variable coefficient case, consider the piecewise constant interpolant Ko= 
fST IC dxdy. Then, for sufficiently small h, 

(I-1,~ v) = ((K:-1 - I -1)^hy v) + (KWo-y1,j v) 

>(-Ch + 6) (IC- 1v v) > 61 (Kc- v, v). 

Lemma 5.4. Let Vh be the discontinuous Raviart-Thomas space on rectangular 
or triangular elements. If IC W1,', then there exists a constant C independent 
of h sutch that 

(5.3) a(u, (I -h)Wh) < Ch jull 11whI1o, for all wh EVh 

and for all u such that u C H1. 
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Proof. Let Q;, (L2(Q))2 2-* V, be the (L2(Q))2 projection onto the space of 
piecewise con:stant vectors and consider the coefficient /o, the piecewise constant 
average of IC. One has, 

a(u, (I-y,)i4) ((/-1 - to 1)U, (I -G 4h) + (toC1u, (II- h)W,) 

< Chl u||()|ho o + (u, C(I - h) 

- ChI|u|l ||o + (u, (I - .)J1C1WhI) 

=-Ch||u||o||wh|o+(u-Qhu,(I-y)h)/Co Wh) 

< Ch| |u 0wh lo + Chu 1ll wh lo 

< Ch Ju J1 JWh 0o 

Here we used the symmetry and boundedness of ah and that 7/7Qhu - Q,7u. 

Also, we used the fact that IC- &hwh = ;/lC,-, and that the coefficient C-1 E 
I/1,V0. D 

6. SOME PARTICULAR EXAMPLES OF COVOLUME SCHEMES 

We are now in a position to formulate two main covolume schemes: one symmet- 
ric and the other nonsymrnetric. Consider the space V7 that is a certain collection 
of piecewise polynomials (constants or linear functions) with continuous normal 
components across the edges E of the primal elements T E 7'. In our application, 
V17 will be either Vh = -^JVh or Vh, the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space. 

Define the bilinear form A(v,p; w, q) on (V>, W,7) X (Vh, Mt), 

(6.1) A(v, p; w, q) = a(v, w) + b(w, p) - b(v, q) + c(p, q). 

Recall that, 

a(v, w) = (l<g-1v, w), 

b(w,q) = E lB nE[q] dp, 

c(p, q) =(ChP, q)= q' (p" (b n)'++po?(b n) -) dp +(cop, q). 

Let VI, be the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space on triangular or rectangular 
elements and 1/47h be the space of piecewise constants associated with the primal 
partition 'f, of the given polygonal domain Q. 

* "A nonsymmetric covolume scheme": Here we let Vh = Vh and Vh- hVh 

Find uh E Vh and pl, E 147h such that 

(6.2) 
A(iih,,,; 

y , q) (f q), for all - E V, q E W7 

(Note that the above system is equivalent to (2.9).) 
* "a symmetric covolume scheme": Here we let V = VI, = -yI,Vh- Find 

ui, E VI, and Ph E WXh, such that 

(6.3) A({hUh,Ph; W q) = (f ,q), for all -W E Vh., q E U'l, - 

(Note that this system is obtained from (2.8) by restricting its trial and test 

spaces to -y,1V,2.) 
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The uniqueness and hence the existence of a solution of the systemn (6.3) was 
demoonstrated in Lemma 4.2. For the nonsymmnetric system (6.2), we have the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 6.1. For h sufficciently small, there is a unique (U/,,ph) E Vh, x 11X,7 for 
the system 

a(Uh, yShWh) + b(-YhWh, Ph) = 0, VWh in Vh, 

b(QlhUh, q6-) -C(Ph, qh) = -(f, qh), Vqh, in Wh. 

Remark 6.1. Since 

(6.4) b(h~~~~v, q) = b (v, q) Vv Vz 

the above system is the same as system (6.2). 

Proof. Define the bilinear form on VI, x W,, 

'H(Zh, S; Wh, t) := a(zh, ^hW,h) + b(yhWh, s) - b(hZh, t) + c(s, t) 

Obviously, the above system is equivalent to 

H (Uh, Phz; w-, qh) = q(wh, q/,) V(wh, q,) E Vhz X 7h, 

where 

(W h, qh ) =(f , qh ,) 

is a linear functional on V1, x 14h. By Lemma 4.1 

1 1 
12. (6.5) 7H(wh,, qh; Wh, qh) = a(Wh, 'hWh) + ((Ca + -V ' b)qh, qh) + - qh 

2 2 

Here, 

Illw ll2 LIE / [w]lb nI dpo 

It suffices to show that 'H(Wh, q; Wh, qh) = 0 admits only a zero solution, which 
can be inferred by the coercivity of JH(wh, qh; Wh, qh) implied by Lemma 5.3 and 

(2.3). 

We now provide error estimates for the systems (6.2) and (6.3) 

Theorem 6.1. Assume the coefficz'ent K E W1' . Let u be the solution of the 
weak forTm (2.5), and let ul, be the solution of either the symmetric method (6.2) 
or nonsymmetric covolume method (6.3). Then there exist constants C1 > 0 and 
C2 > 0 independent of h 

(6.6) IIU-Uh 10 + IP-Ph lO < Cih(IuI u1 + IPII 1) + C2h1/2 pj1 

provided that u E H1 and p E H1. Furthermore, the constant C2 can be taken as 
zero in the case of pure diffusion problems i. e., b = 0 in (2.1). 

Proof. The proof is simple but long. The basic idea is to first prove the error 
estimate for the nonsymmetric problem by comparing it with a standard mixed 
finite element method, and then prove the error estimate for the symmetric problem 
by comparing it with the nonsymmetric problem. 
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Introduce the auxiliary mixed formulation to (2.4): find (iih, Ph) E Vh x Wh such 
that 

(6.7) a(fh, Wh) + b(yhWh,h) 0= , Vwh in Vh 

(6.8) b(Qy01h,qh) -C(Ph,qh) = -(f,qqh), Vqh in Wh. 

Let 

(6.9) )-((zh, s; wh, t) := a(Zh, Wh) + b(Q7hWh, s) - b(Q7hzh, t) + c(s, t) 

be a bilinear form on Vh x Wh. Then (6.7)-(6.8) is equivalent to the problem of 
finding (flh, Ph) E Vh X Wh such that 

(6.10) t(flh, Ph; Wh, qh) = (Wh, qh) V(Wh, qh) e Vh X Wh, 

where 

q (Wh,qh) (f ,qh) 

is a linear functional on Vh X Wh. 
Once again if we observe (6.4), then this system has the following convergence 

result (See equation (5.5) in [23]) 

(6.11) ||U-flhI1 + IIP-JPh I?< Cih( Ju I1 + ||P| 1) + C2h' p 1 

provided that u E H1, p e H1. Here C2 can be taken to be zero for the pure 
diffusion problem (i.e., when_= 0). 

On the other hand, consider the nonsymmetric problem (6.2) of finding (Uh, Ph) e 
Vh x Wh such that 

(6.12) H(NUh, Ph; Wh, qh) =$(Wh, qh) V(wh, qh) E Vh X Wh, 

where 

(6.13) NH(Zh, s; Wh, t) := a(Zh, yhWh) + b(Qhwh, S) - b(Qyhzh, t) + c(s, t). 

Note that the right-hand side is exactly A(ih,iih; -thWh, qh), where A is as in (6.2). 
Using the bilinearity, (6.12), (6.10), we have 

N(ilh-Uh, Ph -Ph; Wh, qh) U(hh,3h;w h, qh) -N(h,Ph; Wh, qh) 

H (ilh, Ph; Wh, qh) -H (ilh, Ph; Wh, qh) 

Hence by (6.13) and (6.9) we have 

(6.14) )H((lh - Uh, Ph -Ph; Wh, qh) = a(ih, hWh) - a(h, Wh). 

Since the total error eh (u - Uh) + (flh - Uh), by the triangle inequality it suffices 
to estimate Uh -Uh. Now set Wh = eh := Uh -Uh and qh = Th := Ph -Ph in the 
above equation to get the error equation 

(6.15) NH(eh,Jrh;6h,;?h) = a(Ulh, (Qh -1I)6h) 

(6.16) = a(flh - u, (Qh - I)eh) + a(u, ( 1h -I)dh) 

(6.17) < Cll|UhU-U|O1|ehllO+ChIlUll|||ehllO 

(6.18) < Ch( uI 1 + Jp ) + C2h1J2 p IP eh |Jo0, 
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where we have used (5.3) in deriving (6.17), and (6.11) in deriving (6.18). Applying 
(6.5) to the left side of (6.15), we get from (6.18) that 

(6.19) a(6h, _rh6h) + ((ae + -V . b)>h Th) + jjh 2 
2 ~~~2 

(6.20) < [Ch(I Iu 1+ IIpII)+C2h 12IIPII1] I |ehII0l 

Invoking (2.3) completes the estimate on uh and 

(6.21) |U- UhlO + IIP-Phllo < (Ch(IjuIIK + llp|ll) + C2h /2 IPIII) 

provided that u e H1,p e H1. 
Now the covolume method (6.3) is equivalent to the problem of 

(6.22) 71(Uh, ph; Wh, qh) - (Wh, qh) V(Wh, qh) E Vh X Wh, 

where 

(6.23) 'H(Zh, s; Wh, t) := a(yhZh, yhWh) + b(QhWh, s) - b(Qhzh, t) + c(s, t). 

Using the bilinearity, (6.22), (6.23), we have 

(Uhh- Uh,Ph -Ph; Wh, qh) - N(uh, ph; Wh, qh) -7H(Uh) ph; Wh, qh) 

'H( (Uh,Ph; Wh, qh) - 1(UhPh; Wh, qh) 

a(ah,-hhwh) - UaQh h,Whwh). 

Now set Wh = eh Uh - Uh and qh =Th Ph - in the above equation to get 
the error equation 

H (e h, Th; eh, Th) a=h h a ((I-)h) -U) ,5heh) 

(6.24) +a ((I- h)U, _heh) 

(6.25) ? ClUh -U| - U1oeh||O + Ch| u|ll|eh 1 o 

(6.26) < uCh(IU| 1+ pl 1) + C2h2 I] Ieh10 

As before, 

(6.27) a(Qh h,- yhh) + ((a + 2V.b)Thj h) + 2 Th 2 

(6.28) < [Ch(IuI 1+ IpII1)+C2h1'2 p IehII0* 

Invoking (2.3) and coercivity completes the estimate on Uh. DZ 

Remark 6.2. We note that 

(6.29) IIU -hUhII0 + IIP-PhIlO < C1h(I ull, + |pll|1) + C2h1/21 PI 1, 

which is obtained by simply observing that 

I |Uh-YhUh 0 ?o < I |Uh-Ul 10 + I IU-YhUI 10 + I Y1h (U-Uh) I10- 

7. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In this section we present numerical results that illustrate the error behavior 
of the studied mixed covolume method for two cases: the pure diffusion problem 
(b = 0 and co = 0 in (2.1)) and the convection dominated problem. Extensive tests 
on the nonsymmetric (i.e., Petrov-Galerkin) scheme using rectangular elements for 
convection-diffusion problems on axi-parallel domains have been presented in Chou, 
Kwak and Vassilevski ([17]). 
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Numerical tests for diffusion problems. Here we used the proper subspace 

_thVh as our discretization space. The problem was 

(7.1) V (-l<:vp) = f (X, y), (x, y) E Q = (O, 1)2. 

The exact solution was chosen p = x(1 - x)y(l - y) and Dirichlet boundary condi- 
tions were imposed. The coefficients of the operator were 

0 02 + 2 1 + 2 + 2 [1+10x +y2 ~+X +Yl 
IC 2+ 2 +y2 1 ?2 + 1oy2j 

For the velocity variable u = (u1, u2) we used the special piecewise constant 
vectors that corresponded to _yhV for v in the lowest order Raviart-Thomas piece- 

wise polynomial space Vh on isosceles right-angled triangles of size h, for h 
2-4, 2-5, 2-6 2-7 

After the discretization one ends up with the following linear system of equations 
to be solved: 

Ul rhsu1 

(7.2) A U2 f rhsu2 
P rhsp 

with the saddle-point like stiffness matrix 

(7-3) A [= B 

We used the fact that A satisfies the inf-sup condition- 

(7.4) 

sup 1AQ'hU,P; 
_O, q) > ? [II H(div) + 11P12] 2 for all (u, p) e Vh x Wh, 

+ qHdi) 
[1-lH(div) 0IlO 

which in matrix form reduces to the spectral equivalence relations 

(7.5) (AT A-lAx, x) > /(Aox, x), for all x = (U1, U2, P). 

Here, AO [ ij I ], where Ao corresponds to the stiffness matrix arising from 

the H(div)-bilinear form f 1<<-lufv+ div u div v, restricted to the Raviart-Thomas 
space for the velocity variable. 

Now any preconditioner M of optimal order for Ao will define an optimal order 

preconditioner M [ o I ] for A. Since A is symmetric but indefinite, one can 

either use M as a preconditioner in the MINRES method for A, or one can use M as 
a preconditioner to ATM-'A in the standard CG method. Alternatively, one may 
use the transformation proposed in [5] to have the saddle-point problem coercive 
in a certain inner product. In our experiments we have chosen the preconditioned 
MINRES method. The search vectors in the MINRES method were constructed 
orthogonally in the (M-1AA., A.)-inner product. 

Choices of M, a preconditioner for the H(div)-bilinear form are found in [2, 7, 30]. 
In the experiments reported in Table 1, we used an algebraically stabilized version 
of the hierarchical method from [7]. Details on the algebraic stabilization of the 
HB methods are found in [31]. 
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TABLE 1. Error behavior and iteration counts for the covolume scheme 

_ _ h= 1/16 h= 1/32 h= 1/64 h= 1/128 order 

[p 2.30e-4 5.78e-5 1.44e-5 3.62e-6 2 
6ul 4.48e-3 1.12e-3 2.87e-4 7.35e-5 2 

ztt2 4.48e-3 1.12e-3 2.87e-4 7.35e-5 2 
8Uint 1.96e-3 5.19e-4 1.35e-4 3.52e-5 2 

# unknowns 1312 5184 20 608 82 176 
iterations 29 30 31 31 

Q ~~~0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 
____________ 2.00 2.09 2.20 2.25 

The stopping criterion in the MINRES method was 

iiM-2Arfl < 10-91|M-2Aroj, 

where JJv112 = vTv, and ro stands for the initial residual, r is the current one. The 
initial iterate was chosen as xo M-1f, where f was the right-hand side of the 
discrete problem Ax = f. 

We show in Table 1, in addition to the error behavior of the covolume discretiza- 
tion method, also Q, K and the number of iterations, where 

(7.6) ( I *I -Art I ) 

was an average reduction factor, and K was the condition number of MA-1Ao. 

Recall that Ao = [ '? I ]1 where Ao stands for the matrix corresponding to 

the H(div)-bilinear form (IC1u, v) + (div u, div v) computed from the triangular 
Raviart-Thomas velocity space. 

More specifically, denote xi =ihx, y j hy, i = 0, 1, 2,..., nx, j = 0, 1, 2,. .., ny, 
hx = hy =h, nx = ny = n /h, for a given h = 2-, 2-, 26, 2-. In Table 1, 
we show: 

(i) 

fp lIhP - Phllh 

hxhy (p(xi 2 -2 hy) -Ph(Xi 2 hx, Yi 2 h 

Li=l j=l 

i.e., a discrete L2-norm of the error p - Ph; 
(ii) 

8u, 1[hul - Uh, l||h 

nx ny 

- 
, ZZ hxhy(ul(xi Yij-hy)-uh,1(Xi Yi-j hy) 2 

ii=O L o=r 

i.e., a discrete L 2-norm of the error ul -Uh,j; 
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(iii) 

6u, = |IhU2 - ah, 2||h 

__ 2 X~~~23 - LZZ,hX hY(u2 (xi-2 h yj)Uh, 2 (Xi2 h Y ) 
Li=l j=O 

i.e., a discrete L2-norm of the error 2 -Uh, 2; 

(iv) 

8ui.t =lIh(U - Uh) h 

-- EL hxhy y(u n)(xi-2 hx Yj-3 h) 

2 2 
Li=l j=O 

-(hn) (xi- Ihx,Y-h) yj h 

i.e., a discrete L2-norm of the error u n - Uh n, where n is the unit normal 
vector to the edge (xi-,, yj-1), (xi, yj); 

(v) the number of iterations of the preconditioned MINRES method; 
(vi) the average reduction factors e, (7.6); 

(vii) the condition number K of M1A4 o; 
(viii) the total number of unknowns (for both U and P). 

It turns out, that our experiments suggest second -order approximation for all 
variables, i.e., a superconvergence behavior of the covolume scheme. Notice also 
the constant number of iterations (and corresponding average reduction factors e) 
in the preconditioned MINRES method. 

Numerical tests for convection-diffusion problems. In this section we con- 
sider the error behavior of the problem 

(7.7) V .(-ECVp + bp) + Cop f(x, Y), (x, Y) E Q = (0, 1)2. 

The exact solution chosen is p = x( 1- x)y(I - y), and Dirichlet boundary conditions 
are imposed. The coefficients of the operator are MC (kij), k1l 1 + 10x2 + y2, 
k12 = k2l = 2 + X2 + y2, and k22 1 + x2 + 10y2, co 1 and b = (bl, b2)T, where 

b,=-cos a(1-xcos a), 

(7.8) b2 =-sin a (1-y sin a), 

for angle a -=-3 lr. 

Note that vyb = 1 so that the condition (2.3) is satisfied, i.e., co+ V V*b > -yo > 0. 
We have chosen in the experiments e = 1,10-2, and e= 10-3. 

For the discretization we use the nonsymmetric (Petrov-Galerkin) scheme, i.e., 
the test spaces are -YhVh and WI, whereas the trial space is (Vh, 147h) the low- 
est order Raviart-Thomas spaces on squares of size h- 2-, f = 4, 5, ..., 8. The 
saddle-point system of equations is solved via inner-outer iteration method as de- 
scribed in [4], where the major block A is solved within certain high accuracy 
(the relative residual reduction tolerance was E1 = 10-6) and the approximately 
obtained Schur complement system is solved by inner iterations using a steepest 
descent type iteration method (as described in [4]) using a block-ILU preconditioner 
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TABLE 2. Error behavior and iteration counts for the covolume 
scheme; e 0.001, a =-4 7r 

|__ ||__ h= 1jl6 |/h= 1/32 h = 1/64 h = 1/128] h= 1/256 [ order| 

3.47e-3 1.78e-3 9.06e-4 4.61e-4 2.37e-4 1 

6"i 1.54e-4 8.0Oe-5 4.25e-5 2.21e-5 1.14e-5 1 
6u2 L 6.54e-4 3.82e-4 2.03e-4 1.02e-4 5.08e-5 1 

#unknowns 800 3136 12 416 49 408 197120 
#outer it. 6 5 6 6 6 

#inner it. 2 3 4 5 8 
e 7.96e-2 5.27e-2 8.43e-2 8.1 le-2 8.74e-2 

TABLE 3. Error behavior and iteration counts for the covolume 
scheme; e = 0.01, a 37r 

|_____ 
_ ]| h= 1/16 h = 1/32 I h= 1/64 | h= 1/128 ] h= 1/256 [ order| 

]p 2.91e-3 1.57e-3 8.39e-4 4.42e-4 2.30e-4 1 
8.14e-4 4.18e-4 2.16e-4 1.l le-4 5.68e-5 1 

6u2 JJ 2.22e-3 1. lle-3 5.52e-4 2.74e-4 1.36e-4 1 

# unknowns ] 800 3 136 12 416 49 408 197 120 
#outer it. 6 6 7 7 7 

#inner it. 4 4 6 14 36 
e J 0.08 0.06 0.11 0.12 0.13 

TABLE 4. Error behavior and iteration counts for the covolume 
scheme; e = 1, a 3- 7 

|____ ||__ h 1/16 h-1/32 h = 1/64 h = 1/128] h=1/256 |order 

| Ep || 1.30e-4 8.36e-5 4.72e-5 2.49e-5 1.28e-5 1 
5.32e-3 2.0Oe-3 9.20e-4 4.30e-4 2.08e-4 1 

|________ ||_ 6.06e-3 2.42e-3 1.06e-3 4.98e-4 2.41e-4 1 

# unknowns 800 3 136 12 416 49 408 197 120 
#outer it. 6 7 7 7 8 
#inner it. 6 8 24 88 324 

I e 1 .09 I .09 0.12 0.13 0.135 11 

for the five-point cell-centered finite difference scheme, obtained by diagonalizing 
the weighted mass-matrix based on the diagonal part of the coefficient IC. The 
relative residual reduction tolerance here was 62 = 10-2. The outer iterations were 
of defect correction type until the relative residual reduction of 10-6 was reached. 
The particular tolerances and respective number of iterations (denoted in Tables 
2-4 by "# outer it." and "# inner it.") are not of major interest here since we are 
mainly interested in the error behavior of the discrete solutions. Our experiments 
for the tests presented suggest the approximation is of first order. 
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